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The group algebra of a finite group over the rational field Q is, according to 
Wedderburn’s theory, a direct product of simple algebras, each of which is a 
matrix algebra with entries in some division algebra. The dimension of such a 
division algebra over its center is the square of an integer m which is called the 
index of the corresponding simple algebra. As part of his penetrating analysis of 
representations of groups, Richard Brauer has related this index to certain 
elementary subgroups of the group. A group is called elementary at the prime p 
if it is the semi-direct product of a normal cyclic group of order prime to p with 
a p-group. A section of a group is a factor group of a subgroup of the group. 
Brauer and Witt have shown the existence of an elementary section of the group 
at each prime divisor p of the index which determines the p-part of the index. 
The p-Sylow subgroup of this section has a cyclic normal subgroup with an 
Abelian factor group. 
In contrast with this work, which applies to all groups, Amitsur [3] has 
achieved a very explicit description of a special class of groups. He classifies all 
finite groups for which some simple component of the group algebra over some 
field is a division algebra, assuming the homomorphism from the group to the 
multiplicative subgroup of the division algebra is faithful. The groups involved 
here are of a special type; one of odd order is the semi-direct product of two 
cyclic groups of relatively prime order, In particular an elementary section of such 
a group at an odd prime p is the semi-direct product of a cyclic group of order 
prime to p with a cyclic p-group. This classification, discussed in [13, sect. 41, 
involves congruences between the prime divisors of the order. 
The intention of the present paper is to bridge the gap between these two 
achievements. We will give an explicit description of a class of hyper-elementary 
groups. Any group for which the group algebra over an algebraic number field 
contains a component whose index has non-trivialp-part, we will show, contains 
a section isomorphic to a group in our class, and that the structure of this section 
determines the p-part of the index. 
We begin with a description of the main result. Let K be the semi-direct 
product of a cyclic group of order d with a p-group, where p is a prime not 
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dividing d. Assume 53 contains a cyclic, normal self-centralizing subgroup 5. 
Assume the quotient group A/!& which acts faithfully by conjugation and is 
isomorphic to an abelian p-group of automorphisms of !$ has two generators, 
p and Y. Assume further that there is a prime divisor Q of d and a positive integer c 
such that for any element p in $ of order prime to 4, p” = p and /3” = /PC. 
Choose elements U, and lJ, in $3 so that for all 01 in !+j, U;‘aUU = (Ye and 
u;‘dJ” = d. An element 5 of p-power order in $j is defined by the equation 
u;‘U”U, = U,““( (1) 
which is independent of the choice of rj, and UV and central in 53. The order of 5 
divides the order of Y, which divides q - 1. 
The main result of this paper, which will follow from Theorems 1, 2 and 4, 
relates the order of 5 to the Schur index. 
MAIN THEOREM. Let a finite group 8 have an irreducible complex character x 
whose Schur index m = m,(x) over an algebraic number field F has non-trivial 
p-part pn for a prime p. If p = 2 assume (- l)l/a EF. There is an irreducible 
character 4 on a subgroup of 6 such that mF(#) = pn and x appears with multi- 
plicity prime top in I,@. The quotient si of this subgroup by the kernel of # is a group 
of the type described in the paragraph above. The element 5 in 53 de&ted by equation 
(1) has orderpn. 
We now state and prove a theorem which follow-s from the main result. We 
use the bracket notation [,] for commutators and absolute value bars for order. 
THEOREM A. Let Q be a finite group with an irreducible complex character x. 
Let F be an algebraic number field over which the Schur index m,(X) has p-part pn 
for some prime p. If p = 2 assume (- l)l/s E F. Then either 
(i) pzn divides the exponent of 8, or 
(ii) p” divides the exponent of 6’ and pan divides the order of 8. 
Here 6’ denotes the commutator subgroup of 6. 
Proof. We multiply equation (1) by U;’ on the left to get U;‘U;‘UvUu = 
Uz”-I[. Solving for 4 gives 
5 = [U” ) Uu]U;~qc-l~ (2) 
Since 5 is central in $3, the two factors on the right commute. Therefore their 
product has order dividing the least common multiple of their orders. Since the 
order of 5 is p” we have either 
(a) p” divides 1 U~c-l 1, or 
(b) pn divides j [U, , U,] 1. 
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We know the order of 5 divides q - 1 and therefore qc - 1. Thus (a) implies 
that pzn divides j U, / and hence that (i) holds. If (b) holds then pn divides the 
exponent of 8’ and U,, , U, and 5 generate a group of order divisible by pan. 
Thus condition (ii) holds. This completes the proof. 
A special case of this is the following theorem, which generalizes the theorem 
in [lo]. 
THEOREM A’. Let 6 be a finite group with an irreducible complex character. 
Let F be an algebraic number$eld over which the Schur index of this character has 
p-part pn for some prime p. If p = 2 assume (- 1)li2 E F. Then pzn divides the 
order of 6. If the p-Sylow subgroups are abelian then pzn divides the exponent of 6. 
The restriction that (- 1)112 E F when p = 2 is not found in [IO]. However 
we make it throughout this paper. 
1. BACKGROUND 
We begin with a summary of notation. We denote order with absolute value 
bars. We use pointed brackets to denote “subgroup generated by”. 
For a prime p and a positive integer n, denote the p-part of n by np , that is 
np is the highest power of p dividing n. For a prime q and an algebraic number 
field F, the completion of F at a prime containing q is denoted F, , 
Any field extension KI C K2 is denoted K,IK, . The dimension of the 
extension, if finite, is denoted [K* : K,]. The Galois group of a normal extension 
is denoted Gal(K,/K,). 
All characters are complex characters. For two characters x and ZJ the usual 
inner product of characters is denoted (x, #). If x is irreducible then (x, 4) is the 
multiplicity of x in #. 
For a positive integer s, cy denotes a root of unity of order s. Let (5 be a finite 
group of exponent s. Let x be an irreducible complex character of 8. A celebrated 
theorem of Brauer asserts that a representation affording x can be found in 
F(c,). See [ll, p. 86, 16.41. Let F(X) be the subfield of F(c,) generated by the 
values x(G) for all GE 8. If I,!J is a character on a section of 8 then F(#) is 
contained in F(E,). The field F(EJ IS a normal extension of F with an abelian 
Galois group. Thus if KI C K, are subfields of F(r,) containing F then Kz is a 
normal extension of KI with an abelian Galois group. 
Background Results. Let F be a field of characteristic zero. Let T be an 
irreducible complex representation of Q affording character x. Let r = C FT(G), 
the sum being taken over all G E (5, be the F linear combinations of the repre- 
senting matrices. Then: 
1. I’ is a simple algebra with center F(X). 
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2. r is isomorphic to the algebra of matrices over a division algebra whose 
dimension over F(X) is m2 for some integer m. This number m = m,&) is known 
as the Schur index of x over F. 
3. There exists a field extension E ofF containing a representation similar to T 
for which [E : F(X)] = m. 
4. If E is a finite extension field of F containing a representation similar to T 
then m divides [E : F(x)]. 
5. The smallest integral multiple of T similar to an F(X) representation is ml’. 
6. The multiplicity of T in anyF(x) representation is divisible by m. 
For proofs of 3, 4 and 5 see Curtis and Reiner [9, p. 469, Theorem 70.121. 
A proof of 1 can be given using arguments similar to those in [9, p. 468, Lemma 
70.81. Result 2 follows from 1 and Wedderburn’s Theorems. The proof of 6 is 
given in Feit [ll, p. 62, Theorem 11.41. The algebra r above is isomorphic to 
a simple component in the group algebra FB. 
The following definition is found in [5]. 
DEFINITION. Let L be a field of characteristic zero, let p be a prime and let 
(5, [) be a pair where 5 is a finite group and 6 is a complex character of 3. The 
pair (5, 5‘) is said to be L-special at p if there exists a cyclic, normal, self- 
centralizing subgroup !$ of $J and a faithful linear character X of sj such that 
[ = X8 and 51% is ap- group which acts on h as Gal(L(h)/L(f)). 
We now state the reduction theorem of Brauer and Witt. 
THEOREM 0. Let x be an irreducible complex character of a finite group 8. Let 
m = m,(x) be the Schur index of x over an algebraic number JieldF. For each prime 
divisor p of m let pn be the p-part of m. There is a section 5 of 6 with a character 6 
such that (3, [) is an F-special pair at p and m,(t) = pn. When 5 is regarded as a 
character on a subgroup of 6, (x, E6) is prime to p. 
The first basic result of this type was proved by Brauer [7]. See [9, p. 477, 
Theorem 70.281. The result stated above was later proved independently by 
Brauer [8] and Witt [21]. A new proof of this result, and of Brauer’s earlier 
result, was given by Solomon [19]. An adaptation of this proof appears in [12, 
p. 627, Lemma l] in the case F = Q. However the proof given holds for any 
field of characteristic zero. 
Following the notation and procedure in [12, p. 6291, let U be a representation 
affording .$. Let r = ‘jJ FU(G), the sum being taken over all G in 5. 
The Schur index of t is, by definition, the same over F and F(t) so we will 
assume F = F(t). Thus by background result 1, r is a central simple F algebra. 
Let & be the cyclic, normal, self-centralizing subgroup of 3 and h the faithful 
linear character of $3. Let 9 have order h. Then F(X) = F(EJ. The subalgebra 
K = CFU(I(H) where the sum is taken over all HE 45 is a field isomorphic to 
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F(h) and is a maximal subfield of r. See [12, p. 6301. With this isomorphism we 
may identify s/s with 9 = Gal (K/F). 
The next step in our reduction process involves the theory of localization. 
THEOREM 1. Let a finite group 6 have an irreducible complex character x 
whose Schur index m,(x) over an algebraic number field F has p-part pn, for a prime 
p and positive integer n. If p = 2 assume (-1)lJ2 EF. Let q be a prime for which 
m%(x) has p-part p”. There is an F,-special pair (A, #) at p such that A is a section 
of 6 andp” = mF,(#) = mF(#). Regarding 4 as a character on a subgroup of 8, 
(x, Q!J~) is prime to p. 
Proof. Each prime ideal in the ring of integers of F determines a non-archi- 
median valuation of F. The tensor product of r with the completion of F at this 
valuation is a localization of r. A fundamental theorem [2, p. 150, Theorem 331 
asserts that the index of r is the least common multiple of the indices of I’ 
localized at all valuations. Since r has p-power index there is a localization of r 
which has the same index. The archimedian valuations can only give index 1 or 2, 
and so are only relevant when p = 2. Our assumption that (- l)ljz EF when 
p = 2 insures that the archimedian valuations can only contribute index 1 and 
can be ignored. 
Each rational prime integer q is contained in a finite number of prime ideals of 
F, and all localizations at these primes have the same index, according to [4, 
Theorem 1’1, which is called the q-local index. When q = 2 the local index is 
either 1 or 2 according to a theorem in [21] or [17, Prop. 3.2, p. 5361 and can 
equal 2 only if (- l)ljz $ F and p = 2. Th us our assumption allows us to ignore 
the case q = 2. Fix an integer q for which the q-local index equals pa. It is 
known [17, p. 5371 that the p-local index for a special pair at p is one. Thus 
q # p. Fix a prime ideal in F containing q and a prime ideal in K containing it. 
Denote the completions of F and K at these respective primes by F, and K, . 
The localization r, = r gFFP has center F, and as maximal subfield the 
compositum KF, which is isomorphic to K, . It follows from the third isomor- 
phism theorem for groups and from Galois theory that 
Gal (Kg/F,) ‘v Gal (KFJF,) ‘v Gal (K/K n F,) 
Let 2 = Gal (KJF,). Then Z can be regarded as a subgroup of 9 = Gal (K/F). 
Since 9 = 51% there is a subgroup H of $j for which X ‘v s/B. 
Let # be the character of ti induced from h. Since sj C A C 3 and h induces E 
on 5 it follows by transitivity of induction that $@ = tG. Therefore by Theorem 0 
(x, $6) is prime to p. Since X = Gal (K/K n F,), the choice of si implies that 
F(#) = K n F, . Let R be a representation affording #. According to background 
result 1, the algebra d’ = x FR(G), summing over G in R, is a central simple 
F(#) algebra with index m,(#). 
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It is known [2, p. 73, Theorem 81 that r, is similar to the simple subalgebra 
A, = x:F,U(G) where the sum is over all G in 52. This A, is a crossed product 
of K,/F, with 2. It is not difficult to prove that 0; , is isomorphic to A, . Since 
A, is similar to ra which, by assumption has index p”, 0: has index p” and the 
index mr(#) is divisible byp”. It follows from background result 3 that there is a 
splitting field E of 6 whose dimension over F = F(f) is pn. Thus 5 is afforded by 
an E representation and, according to result 6, WZ&$J) = 1. Thus according to 
result 3, # is afforded by an E(#) re p resentation, and it follows from result 4 
that mr(#) divides [E($J) : F(4)]. It is easily seen that this latter dimension divides 
[E : F] = pn. Therefore mr(#) = m,(t) and the proof of Theorem 1 is complete. 
THEOREM 2. Let p and q be distinct primes, q # 2. Let F be an algebraic 
number field, and F, the completion of F at a prime containing q. Let (R, (CI) be an 
F,-special pair at p. Let 5 be the cyclic, normal, self-centralizing subgroup. Then 
%/Sj is isomorphic to an abelian p-group of automorphisms of 9 which has two 
generators TV and V, where v has order dividing q - 1. For any element /I in sj of order 
prime to q, there is a positive integer c such that (i) @’ = /3 and (ii) /P = p”‘. The 
integer c is the residue class degree ofF,lQ,; where Q denotes the rational field. 
Proof. We have K, = F&E*) = FaQo(~h). Thus 
Gal K/1”,) ‘v Gal (Qq(d/Qd4 n F,) 
and 2 is isomorphic to a subgroup of Gal (Q,JeJQ,J. Let h = 4% for non- 
negative integers b and k, with K relatively prime to q. The field Q&Q) is a 
compositum of Q,(e,*) and Qp(cg) and th e intersection of these latter two fields is 
Q, . It follows that Gal (Q,(+J/Q,) ‘u 9, x 9, where 
and 
gl = Gal (QddQA4) = Gal (QA4/Qz,> 
gz = Gal (QAdQq(4) = Gal (Qa(d/Qd 
The group 9i is cyclic, generated by the automorphism sending Ed to ctq. The 
group FYa has order q+‘(q - 1) and is cyclic when q is odd. Thus % is an abelian 
p-group with at most two generators. 
Consider the map onto 9, that restricts the action of X from Q&E&) to Q,(+J. 
The kernel X n ??a is cyclic. Let v be a generator. Since 2 hasp-power order, it 
follows that Y has order dividing q - I. The representation U maps the elements 
of $3 of order prime to q to a group isomorphic to (E/J. Since v acts trivially on 
clz , equation (i) is satisfied. 
Let CJ generate the image of X in 9i _ Then there is an integer c so that u 
is the map sending ck to 6:‘. Choose an element p in Z that maps onto this auto- 
morphism. Then p and v generate 2 and equation (ii) is satisfied. Since F, is the 
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fixed field of &?, the theory of local fields shows that c is the residue class degree 
of F,/Q, , and the proof of Theorem 2 is complete. 
Let f be the order of CT‘, defined as the smallest integer satisfying qcf = 1 
(mod k). Let u = cf. Then k divides q” - 1. It is known thatF&Ek) contains root 
of unity E of order qu - 1 and that c and clc generate the same field of dimension f 
over F, . The action of (T on l is the same as on Ed , so we have 
,, 
p zzz CQ E” = E (3) 
IVe have that (v) = Gal (&/F,(E)) and that X/(V) ‘v (u) z Gal (F,(c)/F,). 
F,(E) is the maximal unramified subfield of KJF, and the extension K,/F,(c) is 
totally ramified. The orders of these respective extensions are; 1 v / the ramifica- 
tion index, and / CI / the residue class degree of K,/F, . 
We now interject a theorem which shows that si has a subgroup whose order 
has at most three distinct prime divisors such that the restriction of 9 to that 
subgroup has index divisible by that of #. The idea for this reduction comes from 
Amitsur’s work [3] on page 371 in proving Theorem 5 part 2a. 
THEOREM 3. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 2, where (A, 4) zs an F,-special 
pair at p. There is a subgroup CC of 9~ whose centralizer is 6, that has order p”qr, 
where Y  is a prime or 1. The restriction 9 of # to the subgroup ‘$1 generated by (5 and 
the p-Sylow subgroup of A is irreducible, and mF(#) divides mF(v). 
Proof. Let p, q and rl ,..., ri be the distinct prime divisors of h. Let h’ = 
p=qrl .'. Yj ,  where p” is the p-part of h. Then [FJEJ: F,(c~~)] is not divisible 
by p. Let s = p"q. Then 9’ = Gal (F,&E~,)/F&EJ) is isomorphic to a section of 
9r and is therefore cyclic. For each i = I,..., j, let vi be a root of unity of order 
paqr, and 5$ = Gal (FQ(~,,)/F,(~J). EachFg(vi) 1 F,(E,) and each Zi is contained 
9, The intersection of all the Zi is the identity because any automorphism of ..Y 
contained in all the 5$ fixes all the fields F,(Q) and therefore fixes FQ(eh,) their 
composition. 
Now suppose p divides / Zi 1 for every i. Then each 9i contains the unique 
subgroup of 9 of order p. Hence p divides the order of the intersection of the 
Z! , a contradiction. Therefore some 5Yi has order prime top. Of course 9 might 
have order prime top, so in any case there is an integer Y  E (1, rl ,..., YJ so that, 
with t = pnqY, [FJQ,) : F,(Q)] is prime to p. We conclude that [F,(Q) : F,(c,)] 
is prime to p. 
Let 0 be the subgroup of & of order p”qr. Let 9J1J1 be group generated by 6 and 
a p-Sylow subgroup of R. By the choice of I, %X/CC ‘v %’ acts faithfully on 0. 
Let 0 be the restriction of h to 6. It follows that v = 19~~ is irreducible, y is the 
restriction of $ to $YJI and F(v) C F(#). Also [F&A) : F,(O)] is prime to p. It is not 
difficult, using background results 3 and 4 to prove that rnFq(q) = mF,(#). Since 
F(y) C F(4) it follows that m,(G) d’ ‘d 1vt es m,(y), which completes the proof of 
Theorem 3. 
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2. Two GENERATOR ARELIAN ~-GROUPS 
In this section we describe the possible structures for &’ and 9. Under the 
projection maps from 9 onto 99r and ga let the images of &’ be generated by 0 and 
7 respectively. Thus 2 C (u) x (T). The first possibility, which we call type I, is 
that J? = (u) x (T). We will distinguish two other types. 
Suppose Z is not of type I and define 
(n} = i%f n (CT) (I.J> = X n (T). 
Since the projection of Z onto (u) has kernel (v), it follows that X/((r) x 
(v)) N (u)/(n). Similarly Z/((m) x (v)) 211 (T)/(V). We define the common 
order of these groups to be 
Therefore the elements uw and P generate (r) and (v) respectively and we may 
assume that v = uw and Y = ?. Clearing denominators above yields 1 %’ 1 = 
~oI~I~/=~~~.~~~.Define~=u~.Then~~=~v.When~u~~~~Iwe 
have ) p I = I u 1, j X j = 1 p I 1 v 1 and &CL) n (v) = (1). This we call case II, 
when 2 = (p) x (v). Similarly when j u 1 < / 7 1 we have case III, X’ = 
(p) x (r). The three types for 2 are 
I Yf = <P> x <v> p=u lJ=7 
For cases II and III p = ur Y = + ‘IT = uw 
II 2% = &FL) x <u> IO/ 3 171 
III sf = (CL) x CT) /uI < 171 
We summarize by giving relations for generators of fi in the three cases. In 
each case there is a positive integer g for which the relations are 
I EkUu = U&c +Ju = U&b 
EkU” = UvEk $J” = U&b 
where I TV 1 and ) v I are the smallest integers satisfying 
qclul E 1 (mod K) glvl = 1 (mod qb) 
II, III U”=UU II Y 77 
q&Y, = u&= E&J !J = u,+ 
qJJ” = U”Elc $7” = lJ”E$ 
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where / to / and 1 v / are the smallest integers satisfying 
qCwlul E 1 (mod k) gmlvl = 1 (mod 4”) 
In case II / p j = WI n 1 and in case III / p I = WI v I. 
3. DETERMINATION OF THE INDEX 
We now present the key result of the paper. It relates the structure of the group 
in an F,-special pair to the Schur index of the character. 
THEOREM 4. Let (9, #) be an F,-special pair at p for an algebraic numberjeld F 
and distinct przmes p and q, q # 2. If p = 2 assume (- l)lJa E F. Choose elements 
U, and U,, in R so that for all Q in !?J, U;‘tiUu = 01’ and U;‘,YU,, = LYE. Then the 
equation 
lJ;‘u,lJ, = u,“% (1) 
dejines an element 5 of p-power order in 5 which is independent of the choice of U, 
and U, and central in R. Also 1 5 I divides I v I which divides q - 1, and I [ I = 
mF,(#). 
Proof. The proof involves several steps. We use the notation of the proof of 
Theorem 1 with mr,(#) the index of A,, without assuming mr,(tJ) = mF(#). We 
have Z N A/!$ For each v E YP choose from the p-Sylow subgroup of R 
a coset representative G, corresponding to v. Let U, = U(G,). Since we have 
already used notations U, and U, for elements of 3, our present notation is 
identifying fi with its image under U. The {U,) express A, as a crossed product of 
KJF, with 2. 
For each v in 9 and y in K, we have 
u;‘y U” = y” y U” = U,y” (4) 
The elements {U,} give rise to a factor set describing their multiplication. Since 
815 is abelian and the U, are in the p-Sylow subgroup, there is, for any v and K 
in A%’ ap-power root of unity yV,K in K for which U,U, = U”,,y,,, . 
We define the elements 5, and c,,, , which are also p-power roots of unity in K, 
by equations 
U’“’ = 5 ” v lJ,-‘u;‘u,u, = 5 “IK (5) 
It follows easily, see [12, p. 631-6321, that if I v I = t, [,,, = y;iyKK,” and 
5” = Y”.“Y”‘vz,” -.. Yvt-1.” . For any power p of E we conclude from equations (3) 
and (4) that 
pu, = UJW FL = U”P (6) 
These formulas particularly apply to the elements defined in (5) above. 
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We now show that 5 is independent of the choice of { U,}. Suppose V, = U&3, 
is another choice of representatives. Substituting into equation (1) we use (6) and 
calculate. 
To show that 1 5 / divides j v 1 raise equation (1) to the power / v j and use (6) 
to get 
( u~lu”uu)‘“’ = (u,““g’“’ 
We conclude (I”[ = 1 as desired. Since Y is a p-power automorphism on a 
q-power root of unity we conclude that / v J divides q - 1. Therefore j v 1 divides 
qc - 1 and we have [qc-l = 1 or 59’ = [ and 5 E F, . 
In the identification of A with its image under U, the center is the intersection 
of si withFa . Thus 5 is in the center of fi, in fact, in the center of 5. As discussed 
in the proof of Theorem 1, F(#) = F, n K. Therefore [ E F(#). When we have 
proved that 1 5 / is pn, 5 will be the root of unity required by the main theorem 
in [6]. 
4. PROOF THAT 15 1 =pn 
Let u be an automorphism which generates the Galois group of a field exten- 
sion. For an element /I in the larger field we denote by /3N(v) the norm of /3 in the 
fixed field. That is, if j u I = t, /Pv) = /$3” ... @-‘. We now use equation (4) to 
derive 
(7) 
We will need four Lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Let K,/F, be a finite extension of q-adic $elds. Then an element y 
is an integer in K, if and only if the image /3 of y under the norm map from K, to 
F, is an integer in F, . 
This can be proved directly from Hensel’s Lemma. The proof for the case 
F, = Qv is given in [I, p. 279, sect. 12.101 and that proof can be adapted to the 
general case. It is also proved in [20, p. 47, Cor. 31. 
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The next lemma is a special case of a result stated in [17, Lemma 3.1, 
p. 5351. We give a more complete proof than is given there. 
LEMMA 2. Let L,IF, be a totally ramified extension of q-adic$elds with (v) = 
Gal (L,/F,J. Let c be the resadue class degree of FJQ, . Then the roots of unity of 
order prime to q in F, that are norms under v form a group of order (q” - 1)/i v 1. 
Proof. The roots of unity of order prime to q in F, are generated by an 
element E of order qc - 1. Since v fixes E, the norm of E is ~1~‘. Thus the group 
of roots of unity which are norms have order divisible by (qc - 1)/l v I. 
Suppose that some power /3 of E is the norm of an element y in L,. Since both 
p and p-l are integers in F, it follows from Lemma 1 that both y and y-l are 
integers in L, . As a totally ramified extension of F, , L, has the same residue class 
field ‘v GF(qc), which is the quotient of the ring of integers in L, by the prime 
ideal in L, . 
Modulo this prime each invertible integer is congruent to a power of E. Say 
y FE &. Taking the norm of both sides yields p = &lVl. Since both sides are 
powers of E and the map onto the residue class field is one-to-one on (E), we 
conclude that ,G = &’ which completes our proof. 
Lemma 3 is found in Amitsur [3, p. 366, Lemma 71 and Lemma 4 in [12, 
p. 633-634, Lemmas 2 and 31. 
LEMMA 3. Given two integers x and n and a prime p dividing x - 1, then 
(x - l),n, divides (xn - l), . In fact these quantities are equal exept in the case 
p = 2 and (x - 1)2 = 2. 
LEMMA 4. Let p be a prime and /3 a p-power root of unity. Let w be a p-power 
automorphism of (jl) and if p = 2 assume w fixes (- l)lja. Then ,BN(*) = &plW!. 
The minus sign is only possible when p = 2 and I p 1 3 4 1 w /. 
On the p-power roots of unity, p restricts to the w of Lemma 4. When p = 2, 
the hypothesis that (-1)li2 be fixed is satisfied because of our assumption that 
(-1)"" E F. Therefore from Lemma 4 and equation (7) we conclude that for any 
p-power root of unity /3 in K, 
(u,p)IuI = &p”l (8) 
In deriving this equation for p = 2, if 1 p 1 > 1 w 1 then a non-trivial power of 
the equation in Lemma 4 is used, and the minus sign disappears. Thus the minus 
sign is only possible when p = 2 and j p 1 = j w j. In this case 1 /I 1 > 4 1 p 1 
and so /3I@i has order 34. 
We need some relations among commutators. The second equation in (5) with 
K = TV and u = v when multiplied by U,, gives U;rlJ,U, = lJ,&,, . We raise 
this to the power 1 p 1 and the left side gives 5, . The right side yields &,<,!?A 
481/57/z-6 
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by equation (8). Equating both sides yields I!$$ = -&I. Thus Sk? has order ~2 
so the minus sign in equation (8) is not possible. Since [,,, = [;k we conclude 
(2; = 1. (9) 
Our proof strategy is to produce a new set of representatives {V,} which allow 
us to decompose the algebra into the tensor product of two cyclic algebras. 
We choose V, and V, so that 
V;‘V,-‘VJ, = 1 (A) Vb’ = 1 (B) q-1 = 5-l (C) 
We choose V,, = U,/3, for some power /IV of E. Each choice for ,9” will be possible 
provided it is compatible with the equation flu-l = 1. Since we assume the jI, 
are p-power roots of unity, Lemma 3 shows that it is sufficient to verify 
pp&l) = 1 
(D) 
We first want to choose j?, to satisfy (B). Using equation (8) we get ( U,&)l”’ = 
+!,‘,&‘~. Thus (B) is equivalent to 
We raise this to the power (@ - 1) and notice that any minus sign factor 
disappears since qc - 1 is even. Thus to verify (D) for v = p we need only show 
that {I”“-” = 1. But this follows from 5, = U;l[uU,, = <4,” which is a conse- 
quence of (6) and the fact that U,, centralizes 5, = 77:‘. Thus (Bl) is established. 
Next we choose fiV so that V, = UJI, commutes with U,, . Since v fixes E it 
will also commute with V, , and equation (A) will be satisfied. We compute 
using (6) and (2) 
Thus equation (A) is equivalent to 
p‘f-1 = 4;; (Al) 
Now raise equation (Al) to the power j p 1 and use equation (9) to see that (D) 
is verified for v = V. Therefore (A) is established. Equation (1) is valid with V’s 
in place of U’s. When the resulting equation is compared with (A), we get (C). 
We now use equations (A), (B) and (C) to decompose A, and find a cyclic 
subalgebra similar to it. We restrict to cases I and II in which ti = (p> x (v} 
and K, is the compositum of the fixed fields of p and Y. The fixed field of v is 
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F&E), the maximal unramified extension of F, in K, . Let L, be a fixed field of p, a 
totally ramified extension of F, . Then (A) allows us to express A, as the tensor 
product over F, of two cyclic algebras, d, = xi F,(c)Vui and A, = &L,V,j. 
According to (B) the algebra A, has trivial factor set and therefore has index 1. 
(Any cyclic algebra over a local field with an unramified maximal subfield and a 
factor set of unts is known to have index one.) 
Thus A, is similar to A, which can be expressed in cyclic algebra notation as 
A, = (L, , 11, 6,) where 
6, _ v;vt 
(10) 
We now show that A, has index 1 5 /. A well known theorem [2, p. 98, 
Theorem 171 says that the index is the smallest integer x for which 6,” is a norm 
under v. It follows from Lemma 2 that x is the order of 8y-i)II”I. However from 
(10) and (C) we have 
Thus we have proved that the index of A, is j 5 j in cases I and II. 
5. CASE III AND FURTHER DISCUSSION 
A proof of Theorem 4 in case III can be given using calculations with factor 
sets, but the details are complicated. Instead we follow the procedure of Yamada 
[22, p. 302, Theorem 31 and use the inflation map to reduce case III to case II. 
The problem in case III is that / u / < / T 1 so (v) is not a direct factor of Z. 
Since (u) E Gal (F,(qJ/F,), the procedure is to choose ff prime to 4 and divisible 
by R so that (e) E Gal (FJq)/F,J has order 16 1 = / 7 I. With R = $6 and 
I?g = F&E&) the algebraAg = C z,JJr is the crossed product of 2 = (p) x (v) 
with &,/Fu, where p = &. This is case II. 
The inflated algebra has indexp” according to [20, p. 236, Prop. 61. The value 
of the inflated factor set on an element of J? x 2 is the value of the original 
factor set on its image in X x 2. The discussion surrounding equation (5) 
shows that, since F = v, I&~ = c,,, and 5, = 5, . However exactly these elements 
are used to express 5, according to the formula 
which is derived using equation (5) f rom equation (2) found in the proof of 
Theorem A. It follows that 5 defined by equation (1) is the same for JQ as for A, . 
Thus we can apply the results of section 4 to 0” , to prove Theorem 4 for A, 
in case III, assuming that p, K, , E and u = cf are replaced throughout section 4 
byfi, x,, Z and 1 = cfrespectively, wheref” = 1 6 /. This also shows in case III 
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that A, is similar to A, = xf L,V,j, because L, , the fixed field of p in K, , is 
also the fixed field of fi in Z?, . 
We consider JU further, assuming in case I and case II that zQ = A, . We want 
to choose py a power of Z so that V, = U,P, satisfies 
(C2) 
Since v centralizes c this is equivalent to 
p)’ = 5;’ (Cl) 
Both (Al) and (Cl) involve /3, and can be satisfied simultaneously only when 
5 = 1. 
This time we want to satisfy (Cl) instead of (Al) so we show that (Cl) implies 
equation (D). Raise (11) to the power / p I. Since j 5 / divides 1 v 1 which divides 
/ F 1 this yields ~tQc-l)IPI!I~I = <f? which equals one by equation (9). If this is 
compared with the result of raising (Cl) to the power (q” - l)i F 111 v / we see 
that (D) is verified. This establishes (C2). We now deduce a formula for the 
commutator. Since / v I divides q - 1, (C2) implies Vfc-l = 1. This together 
with equation (1) with V’s in place of U’s, implies 
v;‘v,-‘V”V, = [ (‘42) 
We thus have two possible representatives ford”, as a crossed product. 
V;‘V,-‘V,V, = 1 (A) Vj@ = 1 (B) VT-1 = 4-1 (C) 
or 
V;‘V,-‘VJ, = 5 (A2) Jf;’ = 1 (B) Vj” = 1 (C2) 
Each set of representatives, together with E h , generates a group which represents 
one of the’two alternatives of theorem A. See the two examples in [ 141. 
Let us consider the special case treated by Amitsur in [3] where the index 
equals the degree of I/J, that is pn = ~ X I. This can only happen if X = (v) and 
~v~=pn.ThisiscaseIwithv=~,a=1andf=1,sou=cf=c.Then 
equation (11) reduces to 5 = ~;(ac-l)ll”~ and it follows that / 1, I = (qc - I), . 
The conditions that v centralize cli and 5, have order (qc - 1), are exactly the 
conditions of Theorem 4 parts (2) and (a) in [3, p. 3681. There the roles ofp and q 
are the reverse of their roles here. 
The algebra A, contains the group generated by cGb and V, which is the semi- 
direct product of a cyclic, normal q-group with a cyclic p-group. This is the type 
discussed by Amitsur [3, p. 3621. S ee also [13, p. 3231. The subalgebra 
xi F,J+) V,j generated by this group over F, has index pn. However the center of 
this algebra is, in general, larger than F, . Also V, need not be an element in 5X 
It will be in 52 if and only if the element fiy lies in (E!~), not just in (c). A sufficient 
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condition for this is that k, = (4” - l), , which is equivalent to the condition 
Y = 1 in Theorem 3. The example given in [15] shows that it is not always 
possible to find a subgroup of si of Amitsur’s type which has a character of 
index pa. 
The present paper can be considered a continuation of Yamada’s paper [22] 
which is an elaboration of the paper of Witt [21]. The decomposition into a direct 
product of cyclic algebras is accomplished by the choice of /3” in equation (Al). 
This is analogous to the choice of y in Yamada, p. 303, and /3s in Witt, p. 243, 
paragraph C. The element 6, in equation (10) is the same as the element 6 in 
Yamada’s Theorem 3, which is a generalization of Satz 10 in Witt, which assumes 
Q, as the ground field. Witt has used the transfer map on p. 242 to reduce to that 
case. Thus he only considers case I in our notation. 
The inflation map is used by both Witt, p. 243, paragraph B, and Yamada, 
p. 302, to obtain the @ - 1 power roots of elements in the factor set. When this 
is done equation (Bl) and either (Cl) or (Al) can be assumed without establishing 
P). 
Another author, Falko Lorenz [18] has investigated the Schur index using 
similar techniques. 
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